
A REVOLUTION IN LED LIGHTING
Horticultural Lighting Evolved with EverLast 

EverLast Lighting dedicated more than two years and dozens of growth cycles to designing the next generation of LED horticul-
tural lighting. Developed to increase yields, decrease  growth cycles, and lower electrical costs, the V2F from EverLast Lighting 
is set to revolutionize the world of cannabis production. With a scientifically optimized broadband spectrum, the V2F is unlike 
any other LED light on the market. Utilizing 234 individual LED chips consisting of 400nm UV chips by Nichia, 700nm infrared 
chips by Cree, and an array  of LED chips necessary to complete the full spectrum of light required to nourish crops through their 
entire growth cycle. This complete spectrum of light allows for greater penetration than competing LED fixtures as evidenced 
by our laboratory tested PAR ratings.

At only 700w per unit, your facility will save 300w per fixture vs. traditional HID lighting with less than half the 
heat. Lower cooling costs means money saved. And this, coupled with the increased yields our customers are re-
porting means profit margins increase on average 12% vs. a facility using traditional HID lighting.

Inquiries:

Address:Phone:Email
2021 Wellworth Ave, Jackson, MI 49203888-383-7578sales@everlastlight.com

V2F The Power to Flower
A One Light Solution to take you from Seed to Harvest

12” Height 800 PAR
18” Height 700 PAR
24” Height 600 PAR
36” Height 400 PAR
48” Height 275 PAR



LIGHT WHERE YOUR PLANTS NEED IT
Directed lighting means “no watts wasted”.
Each of the 6 LED rails on the V2F can be pivoted to direct light exactly where it is needed most. Each of the 234 
LEDs has its own reflector to optimize light delivery to your plants. During the early development stages of growth 
the rails can be aimed inward to maximize light delivery to young growing plants. As your plants mature the lights 
can be pivoted outward to ensure that light reaches the very edges of your plants. We  like to say this flexible design 
means,  “no watts wasted” on lighting areas that do not need it. It’s just one more benefit of the V2F over cheap box 
style lights.

At only 700w per unit, your facility will save 300w per fixture vs. traditional HID lighting with less than half the heat. Lower 
cooling costs means money saved. And this, coupled with the increased yields our customers are reporting means profit 
margins increase on average 12% vs. a facility using traditional HID lighting.

Inquiries:

Address:Phone:Email
2021 Wellworth Ave, Jackson, MI 49203888-383-7578sales@everlastlight.com

V2F The Power to Flower
A One Light Solution to take you from Seed to Harvest

Voltage: 120-277V +/- 5%

Frequency: 50-60Hz

Moons high efficiency LED drivers

234 LED chips w/ individual reflectors

Nichia Ultra Violet Chips: <400nm

Cree Infrared Chips: >700nm

Integrated optics with 90º beam angle

Passive cooling

TOTAL CURRENT (amps) / FIXTURE

Wattage:  120V AC   240V AC  277V AC

720W           6.00          3.00          2.60


